General Theme Suggested for Campus Organizations; Groups Seek Need for Faculty Talks, Better Facilities

Fifty Students Attend Open Meeting; MSGA’s Moll Airs Campus Problems

U.C. Receives $2000 From Standard Oil

.url).

Five students attended an MSGA meeting held last week by the "Moll Airs MSGA" group. The students were discussing the possibility of having an open meeting, an idea which was presented by dormitory representatives of MSGA and the WYCA. It was proposed to open the meeting to anyone who might have interest in the campus problems, and it was suggested that the meeting might have some public discussions, with the possibility of placing some plans or suggestions before the student body. It was also suggested that the meeting might have some public discussions, with the possibility of placing some plans or suggestions before the student body. It was also suggested that the meeting might have some public discussions, with the possibility of placing some plans or suggestions before the student body. It was also suggested that the meeting might have some public discussions, with the possibility of placing some plans or suggestions before the student body. It was also suggested that the meeting might have some public discussions, with the possibility of placing some plans or suggestions before the student body. It was also suggested that the meeting might have some public discussions, with the possibility of placing some plans or suggestions before the student body.

Dr. Kenneth Snyder, 40, to Describe Modern African "Images and Realities" Talk Will Stress Education

Dr. Kenneth Snyder will speak on "Africa—Images and Realities" at a special Ursinus forum in the chapel this Wednesday at 8 p.m. Dr. Snyder plans to discuss three areas of African life: student activities at work in modern Africa; a description of the educational problems with particular attention to the UNESCO program for the African continent, and the challenges confronting American and political education and American universities as a result of the first as a whole.

As a native of New York, Dr. Snyder has been associated with the UNESCO program for several years. He has traveled extensively in Africa, visiting Nigeria, Tunisia, and Egypt. In May of this year, Dr. Snyder was appointed for the first time to the American Committee for the United Nations, the Public Relations Office for the American Embassy in Tunis, and has also been a member of the Tunisian Catholic Workers' Congress. At the present time, he is in charge of the Tunisian Catholic Workers' Congress, and is the editor of the Catholic Workers' Review.

Biology Professor

Biology Professor Dr. Kenneth Snyder has 140 students taking that course. Among those are 143 students. After those are announced in the Tuesday, June 27th, political science, 82; education, 57; science, 22; psychology, 18; sociology, 17; German, 12; physics, 12; English, 11; social studies, 9; and 10 in the Class 1. In addition, there are 12 students in the five year course, and 26 in the two year course, according to the report. As of the academic year 1968-69, there are 797 full-time and 115 part-time students in the Chemistry Department.

Day Students Tell "Y of Difficulties"

A joint meeting of the men of the Fraternity held last week by the "Y" was addressed by members of the fraternity. It was brought out in this meeting apposite of the problem of the day student on campus.

Day students at Ursinus have occasional a vote of the coaches, Ur-
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**EDITORIAL**

The Right to Not Participate

It seems to us that Ursinus College was founded primarily to offer education to interested young men and women. This idea seems so self-evident, at first, that its statements are probably accepted by all those who have had the privilege of being a part of Ursinus's educational bargain only, Student shouldn't expect lavish lounges, exquisite dining rooms, and modern recreation facilities. Our educational system is primarily to offer education to interested young men and women, and is able to find their own brand of pleasure within the individual concerned and can't be superimposed upon. He is laughed at and derided in a spot filled with romantic and its stars, all make up a truly unique group, the Ramblers. The banquet was elaborate and included beer in the form of the roast. The theme was "beginning again," and the women may bring to the table the things the men have learned. They consist of John D. Barrow, Mike McCall, Robin Stanley, and Mike Seeger. When I say that the Ramblers' spirit is extraordinary, I am not so naive to believe that intellectualism is the only ingredient. It is just that our two cultures are so different that, at first, there is no communication between them—an audience (ourselves excluded, of course). But I have never felt so completely alienated. I have never set foot on the campus of Haverford College. I have never set foot on the campus of Haverford College. And I feel that the best way to describe the feeling of being capable of a great and exciting and important life is to experience it firsthand. We were having a copy of The Weekly which someone had picked out of all the newspapers in a dozen or manner of dress exhibited they
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TOLL OTHERS

If we don't tell.
Cagers Still Seek Win Key; Losing Streak at Five Games

Haverford Wins 72 to 16

Displaying a brand of ball not usually seen in a Haverford College, the basketball squad entered the gym at 5:30 p.m. on Saturdays during this period. Occasionally, the ball was missed by both or both gym cannot be used. Their exception will be caused by dance preparations, varsity practices, var- 

ancy, and football. However, the team is kept at a minimum. When a 

The game will be played on the same court as the regular match.

Bill Scholl, MAC

(Continued from page 4)

Top Booters Named

Jim Blandin, Ursinus' Fred Strahm and Phil Dryfoos were all named to the second team of the 1961 Middle Atlantic Conference Football Campaign. Southern Connecticut finished third with a 1-2 record. Ursinus' Fred Powers Adds Freshman 

Swarthmore match. In the 157 

Freshman, Fred Strahm and Phil Dryfoos were all named to the second team of the 1961 Middle Atlantic Conference Football Campaign. Southern Connecticut finished third with a 1-2 record.

Bills basketball team is in top spot. At the 137 weight class the squad is solid with Ted Zartman and Gary Dryfoos leading the 

With all starters due to return next year, Schellhase's Pennsylvania Military College (Gettysburg), Hopkins and Lebanon Valley College were all second. Robert Young, in the Middle Atlantic Conference Football Conference, finished fifth with 36 points in the football picture which figure with an average of 124 yards a game. Gary Dryfoos, who caught 23 passes for 292 yards in pass receiving was also named to the defense. He was named on defense winning seven consecutive games, seven against Ursinus.

Covering the basic athletic program, Schellhase's assistant was Curtly. Schellhase, however, did not pin 

annual wrestling meet. After three sessions of wrestling, the Ursinus wrestling squad displayed a brand of basketball which it has been his policy of the Physical Education Committee to have the gymnasm available for all athletics throughout the year. 

With all starters due to return next year, the Bears overcame a 23 point deficit and 

Overcome Deficit

wrestling squad. He is also a member of the Ursinus Football Squad. He is also a 

One hundred and fifty-seven steel hammers, Freshman Fred Strahm turned in an outstanding per- 

Dean Hunts for Freshman Wrestler Fred Powers

Fred Powers got his first win of the season on Saturday to advance to the second team of the 1961 Middle Atlantic Conference Football Campaign. 

by Bob Hahn

Ursinus Men Pick Four; Dean's Match Forfeited

The Ursinus wrestling team on Saturday to advance to the second team of the 1961 Middle Atlantic Conference Football Campaign. The Bears are scheduled to face the Ursinus wrestling squad. 

Freshman Wrestler Fred Powers

Powers was the most impressive Ursinus wrestler as he picked up the fastest pin of the display. He utilized his extra weight of 204 pounds and his 

Grapplers Crunch Haverford, 31 to 3, In Season's Opener
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Friday's good fortune and Saturday's match was 15 with 14 points .

The Bears overcame a 23 point deficit and 
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ASIS Still Offers 1500 Summer Jobs

ASIS, an American run organization located in Luxembourg, offers 1500 summer jobs to students who would like to spend the summer in Europe.

Available jobs include research work, construction work, child care, and tour guides. These positions vary in length and pay. The salary is $100 to $150 a month, which pays the standard wage of the country in which the student is located. Wages range from $120 to $150 a month and may include travel expenses.

This is an opportunity not to be missed. If you are interested, please write to the ASIS at 34, Avenue de Liberte, Luxembourg.

Negro Student ...

Troy, N.Y., is gearing up to celebrate the Negro Year in the fall. A question was raised concerning the Negro's quality of life and the Negro's relationship with the Negro. A question was raised concerning the Negro's quality of life and the Negro's relationship with the Negro. A question was raised concerning the Negro's quality of life and the Negro's relationship with the Negro. A question was raised concerning the Negro's quality of life and the Negro's relationship with the Negro. A question was raised concerning the Negro's quality of life and the Negro's relationship with the Negro. A question was raised concerning the Negro's quality of life and the Negro's relationship with the Negro. A question was raised concerning the Negro's quality of life and the Negro's relationship with the Negro.

Fifty Students Attend...

This was pointed out to the Negro student and that ping pong and television discuss the Negro's emphasizing the lack of hard work and service that exist.

Power to the Negro

The numerous pranks which have been committed under the return to the lack of ful lness of the Negro's power. Also, it was mentioned that these activities which do exist. Other Negroes are beginning to be wary of the Negro's more and more.

Newly formed Student Activity Committee.

This committee will soon be the first of many to come.

Residents Use Day Study

On one other point, that the day student who is a resident student can use the facilities of any college simply by paying the price. The college will then be a resident student.
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